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Overview

COVID-19 has dominated the news headlines in recent weeks and we can expect to see more of the same in the months ahead. In addition to the humanitarian toll, which has been immense, the outbreak has had significant implications for global financial markets. While the main focus so far has been on equities, bonds, commodities and currencies, the impact on private equity markets, which are much less liquid, will be felt in the months ahead.

The global financial crisis (GFC) of 2007/08 presented investors with a once in a decade opportunity to invest in secondaries at highly attractive valuations, with investors ultimately rewarded with outstanding returns. In this paper, we assess if there are any similarities between the GFC and the current crisis and where potential secondaries opportunities may lie.

Are there any parallels to be drawn between the GFC and the current crisis?

In 2007/08, a negative shock in the US housing market was the catalyst for a financial crisis that spread from the US to the rest of the world through linkages in the global financial system. While the catalyst for the crisis is different this time, the strong global economic growth, robust financial markets and over-inflated valuations heading into this crisis represented very similar conditions to those prior to the GFC. Nevertheless, we are navigating very different conditions and investor expectations this time around. For example, there are several sectors such as travel, restaurants and leisure where revenues will be close to zero for a number of weeks as a consequence of the lockdowns in many countries. Having said that, observations from the GFC can still be relevant, when adjusted to the new environment.

What does this mean for the secondary market?

We believe that the current crisis will spark exceptional secondary opportunities ahead. The crisis will uncover different weaknesses from different investors in different timeframes, hence there is a need for investors such as ourselves to be ready to seize both short term and long term opportunities.

A majority of the current Unigestion team (including the Investment Committee) worked together during the last financial crisis. We therefore have the experience to understand and exploit the right secondary opportunities in a crisis environment at the right time.

Who were the sellers during the GFC?

The key sellers and the main drivers of deal volumes during the GFC were distressed financial institutions, such as banks and insurance companies, selling off their own balance sheet portfolios. This was mainly due to a need for liquidity, for regulatory requirements, as well as for equity underpinning reasons.

Key Points

1. We expect the impact of COVID-19 to be significant in private equity markets in the months ahead.
2. Secondary prices and volumes are likely to be heavily impacted before bouncing back next year.
3. We believe that the current market turmoil will present some excellent opportunities for the experienced secondary investor, particularly at the smaller end of the market.

Read more of our latest investment thinking online: www.unigestion.com/insights/ FOR QUALIFIED INSTITUTIONAL BUYERS AND INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY
At the smaller end of the market, we saw sellers ranging from overcommitted family offices to hedge funds suffering large redemptions as a result of the financial crisis.

**Who will the sellers be this time?**

In recent years, the biggest investors in private markets (private equity, private debt and infrastructure) have been large pension funds, insurance companies, financial organisations, sovereign wealth funds and pools of high net worth private clients.

Prior to the COVID-19 crisis, we already saw certain risks building up, not least because the heavy inflows into the asset class caused investors to lower their guard. Such risks included:

- The excessive use of leverage:
  - by fund managers at the company level to finance highly priced acquisitions,
  - by fund managers at the fund level to bridge capital calls and investments, and
  - by secondary investors at investment level in an attempt to boost returns in a high purchase price environment
- Aggressive over-commitments based on strong historic distributions and growing valuations, especially into venture capital and large buyout funds
- Aggressive deferred payment mechanisms used by secondary players

These risks are now materialising. As a result, certain investors will be under pressure to seek liquidity solutions in the secondary market. We believe that secondary opportunities will originate not only from the investors mentioned above, but also secondary funds and fund managers who need capital to support their portfolio companies.

**What will happen to secondary prices and volumes?**

Secondary prices are cyclical and adjust quickly to public markets and the overall economic situation. In previous recessions, particularly during the GFC, average prices dropped rapidly and massively, down to discounts of around 50% to 60%. However, they recovered fairly quickly and returned to “ordinary” levels after just four quarters (albeit on lower NAVs). We could well see the same trend this time.

**Figure 1: Crisis times lead to higher discounts and to attractive opportunities**

Source: Cogent. Data as at 31 December 2019.

Secondary volumes are also cyclical. The volume drop during the GFC was mainly demand-driven, since buyers were overly cautious at the peak of the crisis, demanding prices much lower than those which sellers would accept.

We expect secondary investors, who are now typically more sophisticated and experienced than in 2007/08, to be more bullish this time around. However, we still expect overall deal volumes to drop over the course of 2020 to as low as USD 50bn.

Read more of our latest investment thinking online: [www.unigestion.com/insights/](http://www.unigestion.com/insights/)
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When will secondary opportunities begin to emerge from the crisis?

Unless there are investors in serious financial trouble within the next two to six months, we expect most potential sellers to wait for the publication of Q1 and/or Q2 reports in order to get a clearer understanding of the impact of the COVID-19 crisis on both valuations and operational performances. Anecdotally, most buy-side processes have been put on hold pending the publication of the Q1 and Q2 reports.

We therefore expect the first opportunities to emerge in the next six to nine months.

What opportunities do you expect to see in the short term?

In the short term, most, if not all, GP-led restructurings will be put on hold, due to the inability for LPs to conduct on site due diligence and a mismatch in price expectations. We expect in particular that large single asset restructurings will no longer take place, as GPs will find it hard to complete them without steep discounts.

The first sellers are likely to be liquidity strapped sellers – institutional investors, financial organisations, secondary funds and so on. We can expect to see opportunities in the following areas:

- Deeply discounted deals in high quality portfolios, where the price overcompensates the valuation/portfolio risk. For example, in 2013, as Spain was emerging from a protracted slowdown, we were able to source a portfolio of Spanish funds from a Spanish bank which was urged by the National Bank of Spain to immediately sell all remaining private equity holdings off its balance sheet. We paid a 57% discount to NAV. Ultimately, this deal achieved a 2.3x and 34% IRR for our investors.

- Acquisitions of single LP stakes in high quality portfolios at deep discounts. For example, in 2009, we acquired a stake in a blue-chip Central and Eastern European fund for a 60% discount, ultimately making a 2.3x for our investors.

- Acquisitions of LP stakes in partially funded portfolios from investors forced to reduce open commitments. For example, in 2009, we were able to acquire an LP stake in an immature fund managed by a blue-chip, difficult to access Benelux GP. We acquired the position, which was less than 20% funded, from a distressed Belgian family office at a 50% discount.

- Acquisitions of portfolios from secondary investors who are forced to sell due to breaches of leverage/deferred payment covenants. Given the increase in popularity of the use of such structures, we expect there to be a large number of such deals coming out of this crisis.

In all cases, it will be critical that secondary investors perform detailed bottom-up due diligence and valuations on each underlying company given the uncertainty around NAVs at the fund level in the short term.

And what about longer term opportunities?

Looking beyond 2020 and into 2021, we expect the following opportunities to arise:

- Acquisitions of LP stakes in funds which have been valued down. For example, in 2010, we acquired an LP stake in a US buyout fund. The portfolio was valued at 0.7x cost but we knew the GP well and through our due diligence saw that the companies were of high quality and were at an inflection point in their revenue growth. Ultimately, we made a 2.3x and 28% IRR for our investors.

- Funding of cash-strapped growth, venture capital or buyout funds. We expect that we will be able to source opportunities to set up preferred structures in sidecars or single asset restructurings. For example, we recently set up a sidecar for a US
growth capital manager who had run out of capital from its fund to support its best companies. Within six months of our investment, the first of the seven company portfolio was sold, achieving over 11x cost.

- Fund restructurings, formation of sidecars or single asset restructurings led by GPs wanting to support their best companies until the exit window reopens.
- Acquisition of portfolios from lenders, such as banks, who would have taken possession of over-leveraged secondary portfolios. We already hear that those banks who have been the biggest lenders to secondary players are already considering their options.

To conclude, the secondary market has been the strongest growing segment within private equity for the past couple of years. While the current crisis will inevitably halt this growth and set the market back in terms of prices and volumes, we believe that it will also present some excellent opportunities for the experienced secondary investor.

The nature of the opportunities that we will see are ideally suited to secondary investors targeting the small end of the market, where there is less competition. In addition, it will be vital to have the skills and resources to perform detailed bottom up valuations on all companies in a portfolio and, where required, provide tailored liquidity solutions to GPs.

Finally, the current crisis is demonstrating the pitfalls of using too much leverage. At Unigestion, we continue to believe that the use of leverage is not a requirement to generate superior returns.

“The COVID-19 crisis should present excellent investment opportunities to the experienced secondary investor.”
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